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Abstract
The discussion on digital sequence information (DSI) on genetic resources under the
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) started from 13th Conference of the Party (COP)
held in Mexico 2016. The controversial negotiations on DSI continues, and the CBD
Parties agreed on the 14th COP with decision 14/20 to seek further view and submissions
on DSI. The issues at the CBD-COP are, according to Kobayashi (2018), the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

terminology or definition of DSI;
the potential coverage of DSI under the CBD to ensure benefit sharing;
relationship between use of DSI and mutually agreed terms;
influence on the objectives of CBD;
traceability and;
relationship between utilization of DSI and public databases.

Among these issues, the first is pointed out by Australia as an issue leading to the
amendment of the CBD. Also, the third is the issue regarding the rights and obligations of
natural and legal persons. Halewood et al. (2018) proposed different views as a policy
option, which are renegotiation of the legally binding instrument and adoption of a decision
on mutually agreed terms in the current framework. Sollberger (2018) also pointed out that
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the most obvious solution could be to govern the use of sequence information via
permission from national authority and contract between provider and user at the time of
access to the original genetic resource.
On the other hand, the evolution of the international environment agreement is to embody
the Convention and the Protocol through decisions or resolutions adopted by COP, in
addition to the amendment of the Convention and the adoption of the Protocol. Tamura
(1999) reviewed the role of COP under the international environment agreement as
follows: adjusts interests among the Parties; implements the obligations under the
agreement; and enables a consensus building framework for the development and
implementation of the agreement. However, the decisions adopted by the COP are not
legally binding, despite the lack of articles on this matter in the agreement, there are cases,
for instance, that the decision of COP is to proceed with rule making and begin to be
implemented in each Party (Recio 2018). Thus, this paper examines whether the issue on
DSI in the CBD contributes to the evolution of the Convention or not through the discussion
from COP13 to COP14, including the submission of the views from Party and stakeholders,
an Ad Hoc Technical Expert Group (AHTEG) on DSI on genetic resources and decisionmaking.
As a tentative conclusion, the discussion on DSI could contribute to the evolution of the
Convention. In confirming decision IV/20 of CBD-COP, COP decided to continue
discussions on definition and scope, furthermore it is noted that mutually agreed terms
can cover the benefits arising from the use of DSI on accessed genetic resources. This
decision does not go beyond the current framework, but there is a possibility to create
opportunities for the evolution or growth of the Convention, such as the development of
standard contract models. The logic of this decision is the same as the derivatives of
genetic resources identified during the negotiation of the Nagoya Protocol.
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